Abstract. In this article we consider the centre of the reduced enveloping algebra of the Lie algebra of a reductive algebraic group in very good characteristic p ą 2. The Harish-Chandra centre maps to the centre of each reduced enveloping algebra and, using a combination of induction and deformation arguments, we describe precisely for which p-characters this map is surjective: it is if and only if the chosen character is regular. This provides the converse to a theorem of Mirković and Rumynin.
Introduction
Throughout we take to be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p ą 2 and G a connected reductive algebraic group of rank ℓ with simply connected derived subgroup. We also assume that p is very good for G. The Lie algebra g is restricted in a natural way and the representation theory of g is governed by that of the reduced enveloping algebras U χ pgq with χ P g˚. When the stabaliser of χ in g is a torus the reduced enveloping algebra is semisimple whilst, at the other end of the spectrum, the simple U 0 pgqmodules are precisely the differentials of simple G-modules with restricted highest weights.
Since U χ pgq plays a key role in the representation theory of g it seems important to understand the centre Z χ pgq :" ZpU χ pgqq and here we make some progress towards that end. For χ P g˚we consider the map ϕ χ : Zpgq ÝÑ Z χ pgq obtained by restricting the projection U pgq ։ U χ pgq. Recall that the centre Zpgq of the enveloping algebra U pgq is well understood, thanks to the work of several authors. We know that Zpgq is generated by the p-centre Z p pgq and the Harish-Chandra invariants U pgq G , and the latter has a similar description in characteristic zero and very good positive characteristic. This leads immediately to the question, when is ϕ χ surjective? The two extremal cases of this question are known: when χ is regular a theorem of Mirković and Rumynin says that ϕ χ surjects [11, Theorem 12] , whilst in the case χ " 0 the map ϕ χ does not surject, by an argument due to Premet [2, §3.17] . Apart from this very little is known about the cokernel of ϕ χ as a linear map, and the goal of this article is to describe precisely when it is zero.
We remind the reader that an element χ P g˚is called regular if the stabaliser g χ :" tx P g : χrx, gs " 0u has the minimal possible dimension rankpgq. The following is our main result.
Theorem. Z χ pgq " ϕ χ pZpgqq if and only if χ is a regular element.
The idea behind the proof is quite simple. To start with we observe that isomorphism type and hence the dimension of the centre of U χ pgq only depends upon the orbit Ad˚pGqχ. In the base case G " SL 2 or G m and coadjoint orbits are either regular or trivial. In these cases the theorem follows from previously established results. When ℓ ą 1, once again the regular orbits are dealt with by [11] , whilst every non-regular orbit O Ď g˚lies in the closure of a non-nilpotent subregular decomposition class. If χ lies in such a decomposition class we show that Z χ pgq -Z χ pg χs q for χ P O and apply an inductive argument, whilst if χ lies in the boundary of this decomposition class we apply a deformation argument to show that the dimension of the centre is larger than dim ϕ χ pZpgqq.
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we fix our notation and recall the elements of the theory. We then explain that dim ϕ χ pZpgqq " p ℓ and go on to recall an important category equivalence due to Kac-Weisfeiler which allows us to relate the centre Z χ pgq to Z χ pg χs q. In Section 3 we recall the two known cases of the theorem and in Section 4 we recall the theory of decomposition classes. It is here that we show that dim Z χ pgq does not change as we vary χ over such a class and prove a useful result which states that g˚Ñ Z ě0 ; χ Þ Ñ dimpZ χ pgqq is upper semicontinuous. In the final section we combine the ingredients and complete the proof using induction on the reductive rank of G. Acknowledgement. I would like to thank James Humphreys, David Stewart and Rudolf Tange for reading a preliminary version of this article and making suggestions to improve the exposition. I would also like to thank Giovanna Carnovale for useful discussions about reduced enveloping algebras and related topics. Whilst carrying out the research that led to these results the author benefited from funding from the European Commission, Seventh Framework Programme, under Grant Agreement number 600376, as well as grants CPDA125818/12 and 60A01-4222/15 from the University of Padova.
Notations and preliminaries
Our notations and assumptions are the following:
(1) G is a reductive algebraic group over ; (2) is algebraically closed of characteristic p ą 2 and p is very good for G; (3) G is connected and the derived subgroup rG, Gs is simply connected.
We warn the reader that not every Levi subgroup satisfies these same hypotheses. In particular p will not necessarily be a very good prime for every Levi subgroup. Nonetheless, Lie algebras of Levi subgroups are precisely the centralisers of semisimple elements (see [8, 2.2(4) ] and [3, Lemma 2.1.2]).
We always write g " LiepGq, write U pgq for the enveloping algebra and Spgq for the symmetric algebra. We shall denote the centre of g by zpgq and we observe that, since the characteristic of is very good for G, we have g " zpgq À rg, gs and, more generally, l " zplq À rl, ls for every Levi subalgebra l " LiepLq Ď g such that p is very good for L (see [16, §2.1] for slightly more detail).
The maximal ideal of the p-centre corresponding to χ P g˚shall be written I χ :" px p´xrps´χ pxq p : x P gq. Then the reduced enveloping algebra is
and it is customary to write U rps pgq " U 0 pgq. When g 0 Ď g is a restricted subalgebra, we shall abuse notation by writing U χ pg 0 q to denote U χ|g 0 pg 0 q, which we view as a subalgebra of U χ pgq. Before we proceed we shall need an elementary fact.
Lemma 2.1. For each χ P g˚we may define χ 1 P g˚by
Proof. Our assumption (2) and (3) imply that zpgq " LiepZpGqq and rg, gs " LierG, Gs (combine [10, 2.5.12] and [16, 2.1]), hence the p-mapping stabalises both zpgq and rg, gs, and it follows that U χ pgq -U χ pzpgqq Â U χ prg, gsq. Now it suffices to prove that U χ pzpgqq -U rps pzpgqq. As the p-mapping is nondegenerate on zpgq there is a basis z 1 , ..., z d fixed by x Þ Ñ x rps (see [5, Theorem 3.6(1)]). This gives U χ pzpgqq -rz 1 , ..., z d s{pz p i´z i´χ pz i q p : i " 1, ..., dq, and similar for U rps pzpgqq. Since the polynomial X p´X´λ is separable for every λ P in the polynomial ring rXs in one variable, it follows that both U χ pzpgqq and U rps pzpgqq are finite dimensional commutative semisimple algebras, hence isomorphic to the product of p d copies of .
We shall need a description of the centre Zpgq which has been developed by many authors over the years. The first contribution was made by Veldkamp, and successive authors have improved the restrictions on both G and p. We direct the reader to the list of references given in [7, §9] . The version of the theorem stated here appeared in [11, Theorem 2] . Theorem 2.2. The centre Zpgq is generated by Z p pgq and U pgq G as aalgebra. Furthermore, Zpgq is a free Z p pgq-module of rank p ℓ .
Since we are in very good characteristic there exists a rational representation of G such that the associated trace form on g is non-degenerate [10, 2.5.12] . This induces an isomorphism κ : g Ñ g˚of G-modules, which we keep fixed throughout this paper. The isomorphism allows us to transfer the Jordan decomposition theorem from g to g˚. For χ P g˚we shall write χ " χ n`χs for the decomposition into nilpotent and semisimple parts. The next theorem was originally due to Kac-Weisfeiler [9] , but was later augmented to the form presented here by Friedlander-Parshall [4 
Corollary 2.5. Let χ P g˚and suppose that p is very good for the Levi subalgebra g χs . Then dim Z χ pgq " dim Z χn pg χs q.
Proof. The previous theorem tells us that dim Z χ pgq " dim Z χ pg χs q. Since the characteristic of the field is very good for g χs we have g χs " zpg χs q À rg χs , g χs s and so we may apply Lemma 2.1.
The cases χ " 0 and χ regular
As we mentioned previously the case χ " 0 of the current theorem is an example originally devised by Premet and presented by Brown and Gordon in [2, §3.17].
Theorem 3.1. The map ϕ 0 is not surjective. Remark 3.2. Even after the current article, the construction underlying the proof of this theorem remains the only known example of a central element of some Z χ pgq which does not lie in the image of ϕ χ . Apart from this such elements remain shrouded in mystery, although a theorem of Müller [12] implies that the primitive central idempotents of U χ pgq all lie in the image of ϕ χ (see also [2, 2.10] ).
The regular case follows from [11, Theorem 12] .
Corollary 3.4. When χ P g˚is regular the map ϕ χ is surjective.
Proof. The equality dim U χ pgq " p dimpgq implies that dim Z χ pgq " p ℓ . Now the conclusion follows from Corollary 2.3
Remark 3.5. The above statement was generalised by Theorem 2.3 and Proposition 2.6 of [15] , which states that for any χ P g˚there exists a projective U χ pgq-module Q rps χ such that U χ pgq is isomorphic to a direct sum of p d copies of Q rps χ as a left g-module, and is isomorphic to Mat p d End g pQ rps χ q opp as algebras, where d :" 1 2 pdim g´dim g χ q. In the case of regular χ Corollary 2.3 now implies that ϕ χ pZpgqq -End g pQ rps χ q opp . This is a slight generalisation of the well known fact that the restricted finite W -algebra associated to regular nilpotent elements is isomorphic to the centre of the reduced enveloping algebra, which is a modular analogue of the theorem, due to Kostant, stating that the finite W -algebra associated to a regular element over C is isomorphic to the centre of the universal enveloping algebra (see [18] and the references therein).
Decomposition classes
In this section we shall need to recall many general results, and so unless otherwise stated we assume that G is simple, simply connected, that the characteristic is good for G (possibly zero) and that g has a non-degenerate trace form. The decomposition of g into adjoint orbits can be better understood by grouping certain orbits together as follows. Write x " x n`xs for the Jordan decomposition of x P g into nilpotent and semisimple parts (see [5, Theorem 3.5] ). We define an equivalence relation on g by declaring that x " y whenever there exists g P G such that Adpgqx n " y n and Adpgqg xs " g ys . The equivalence classes under this relation are known as decomposition classes. Equivalently, we can describe them as the sets AdpGqpx n`z pg xs q reg q where the superscript reg is used to denote the set of elements therein which have a centraliser in g of minimal dimension. The latter description immediately leads to a classification of the classes by combinatorial data. Let AdpGqpg 0 , e 0 q denote the G-orbit of the pair pg 0 , e 0 q with G-action diagonally, where g 0 Ď g is a Levi subalgebra and e 0 Ď g 0 is a nilpotent element. To AdpGqpg 0 , e 0 q we can associate the class Dpg 0 , e 0 q :" AdpGqpe 0`z pg 0 q reg q.
The use of decomposition classes was pioneered by Walter Borho [1] as the key tool in the classification of the sheets of g over C. We recommend [16] as a reference over fields of positive characteristic. We now recall some highlights of the theory which will be needed in the sequel. Let N pgq denote the nilpotent cone of g, ie. the set of all nilpotent elements. By [16, Proposition 2.5] and [8, §7] , for each class D the intersection D Ş N pgq is irreducible. Then by the finiteness of the number of nilpotent orbits in g there is a unique dense orbit in the intersection, which we denote by O D .
Recall the theory of induced nilpotent orbits due to Lusztig and Spaltenstein. If g 0 Ď g is a Levi factor of some parabolic p " g 0 À n and O 0 Ď g 0 is a nilpotent orbit then AdpGqpO 0`n q Ď N pgq is irreducible, hence also contains a dense nilpotent orbit which we denote Ind Ş N pgq the first part will follow from the equality dim O " dim Ind g g 0 pO 0 q. Proposition 2.5 and Theorem 2.8 in loc. cit. say that both of these numbers coincide with dim g´dimpg 0 q e 0 . For the second part we use the formulas dim N pgq " dim g´rank g and dim N pg 0 q " dim g 0´r ank g 0 (see [8, Theorem 6.4] ) to calculate
We shall need the following important fact.
Theorem 4.2. Fix a root system Φ, a sub-root-system Φ 0 and a Bala-Carter label X associated to Φ. Let G be the simple, simply connected group of good characteristic p ě 0. Let g 0 Ď g be the Levi subalgebra corresponding to Φ 0 and let O 0 be the nilpotent orbit with label X. Then the Bala-Carter label of Ind g g 0 pO 0 q does not depend upon our choice of good characteristic p. Proof. When Φ is an exceptional root system the result follows from the first part of the previous lemma along with Theorem 1.4 from [16] . When G is classical it suffices to show that the partitions associated to induced orbits do not depend upon the choice of good characteristic. For this, observe that the deductions regarding partitions given in Theorems 7.2.3 and 7.3.3 of [3] are valid in any characteristic provided the dimension of the corresponding orbit is also independent of p. This latter fact follows from [ It is well known that in the Lie algebra of a simple algebraic group over a field of good characteristic there is a unique largest non-regular nilpotent orbit, ie. one which dominates all other non-regular nilpotent orbits [6, Theorem 5.7] , [17, III.3 .12], [13] . We denote this orbit O sr and call it subregular. Recall that a rigid nilpotent orbit is one which cannot be properly induced. has semisimple rank 1. Since every O i 0 with i ‰ i 1 is both regular and rigid we conclude that O i 0 " 0 and g i 0 has semisimple rank 0 for all such i. Now the claim follows. We continue to assume that G is a simple algebraic group. We shall need to describe the maximal non-regular decomposition classes in g. Recall that gzg reg is a Zariski closed set, hence it can be expressed as an irredundant union of irreducible affine varieties
Clearly gzg reg is a union of decomposition classes, and from the finiteness of the latter we deduce that there exist decomposition classes
Now consider the collection of all Levi subalgebras of semisimple rank 1, and choose a set of representatives l 1 , ..., l k 1 for the G-conjugacy classes of such Levis. Write O i Ď l i for the zero orbit and consider the decomposition classes
Proof. Consider the sets g piq :" tx P g : dim g x " iu. They are evidently locally closed and we have g piq " tx P g : dim g x ě iu. Since elements x in the subregular nilpotent orbit satisfy dim g x " ℓ`2, and since codim g g x is always even, we deduce that gzg reg " g pℓ`2q . Since dim g x remains constant as x varies over a decomposition class, it will suffice to check that the decomposition classes D 1 1 , ..., D 1 k 1 are precisely those which: i) contain orbits of dimension dim g´ℓ´2, and; ii) are not properly contained in the closure of any other such decomposition class. By Lemma 4.1 the first property is satisfied for a class Dpl, O l q if and only if Ind Proposition 4.5. Suppose that X Ď g˚is a locally closed affine variety and d " dim Z χ pgq remains constant as χ varies over X. Then dim Z χ pgq ě d for all χ P X. In other words, dim Z χ pgq is upper semicontinuous as a function from g˚to Z ě0 .
Proof. Let x 1 , ..., x n be a basis for g. For any χ P g˚the PBW theorem implies that U χ pgq has a basis tx a 1 1¨¨¨x an n : 0 ď a i ă p for all iu. We can order this basis in any way, say y 1 , ..., y N where N :" p n . Now let χ P g˚and notice that adpgq annihilates the ideal I χ of Z p pgq, hence preserves I χ U pgq. In this way we obtain an adjoint action ad χ : g Ñ End U χ pgq. The centre Z χ pgq is the intersection of Ker ad χ px i q over i " 1, ..., n. Using the basis y 1 , ..., y N we can identify all reduced enveloping algebras with one single -vector space E spanned by the symbols y 1 , ..., y N . We claim that for each x P g the linear map ad χ pxq P End pEq depends polynomially on χ.
To see the claim, writeỹ 1 , ...,ỹ N for a choice of representatives for y 1 , ..., y N in U pgq, ie.ỹ i`Iχ U pgq " y i for each i. Now introduce n variables T i with 1 ď i ď n, define rT s :" rT 1 , ..., T n s and consider U pgqrT s :" U pgq Â rT s -U pgrT sq, where grT s :" g Â rT s with the obvious Lie algebra structure. We may view grT s as a restricted rT s-Lie algebra with p-centre Z p pgrT sq generated by 1 Â rT s and Z p pgq Â 1. Consider the ideal I T in Z p pgrT sq generated by expressions x p i´x rps i´T p i with i " 1, ..., n. The PBW theorem for reduced enveloping algebras shows that a rT s-basis for U pgrT sq{I T U pgrT sq is given by the images in the quotient of expressionsỹ i b 1 with i " 1, ..., N and so a -basis is given byỹ i b T i , with i " 1, ..., N and i " pi j q 1ďjďn P Z n ě0 and T i :" ś j T i j j . Now consider u P U pgq Ď U pgrT sq and write u`I T U pgrT sq "
where f i pT q P rT s. If we specialise T i Þ Ñ χpx i q then U pgrT sq Þ Ñ U pgq, I T Þ Ñ I χ and u Þ Ñ u. Therefore
Now we complete the proof of the claim. Fix i " 1, ..., n and j " 1, ..., N and consider
Setting u " adpx i qỹ j in equation (4.1), we see that the right hand side of (4.2) is a linear combination of y 1 , ..., y N and the coefficients are polynomials in χ, as claimed. Now we would like to express Z χ pgq as the kernel of a single matrix. Consider the diagonal embedding ∆ : E ãÑ À n i"1 E, the direct sum ' n i"1 ad χ px i q P End p À n i"1 Eq and the map spχq :" p' n i"1 ad χ px i qq| ∆pEq P Hom pE,
Eq.
Under the identification between E and U χ pgq the kernel of spχq identifies with the intersection
Ker ad χ px i q " Z χ pgq.
By the above, s may be viewed as a polynomial map g˚ÝÑ Hom pE,
In particular, it is Zariski continuous and the preimages of locally closed sets are locally closed. Now observe that for k P Z ě0 the sets
Eq : dim KerH " ku are locally closed subspaces such that Y j Ď Y k if and only if j ě k. This is because, viewing Hom pE, À n i"1 Eq as a vector space of matrices, the sets Ť kěk 1 Y k are defined by the vanishing of certain minors depending on k 1 . But now L k :" tχ P g˚: dim Z χ pgq " ku " s´1pY k q and we have shown that the level sets L k of χ Þ Ñ dim Z χ pgq are locally closed subsets of g˚, and that L j Ď L k if and only if j ě k. Finally take X as described in the statement of the Proposition. By assumption X Ď L d . By the properties we have deduced about L d , we know that if χ P X then χ P L j for some j ě d, which completes the proof.
The proof of the main theorem
Here we complete the proof of the main theorem, which states that the natural map ϕ χ : Zpgq Ñ Z χ pgq is surjective if and only if χ is regular.
Proof. By Corollary 3.4 we only need to show that if dim g χ ‰ ℓ then ϕ χ is not surjective. The argument proceeds by induction on the reductive rank of G. The base case is rankpGq " 1, which implies G " SL 2 or G m . Here there are at most two types of orbits, the zero orbit and the regular orbits, which are dealt with by Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.4. Now we may suppose that rankpGq " ℓ ą 1 and that the theorem holds for all groups which satisfy the hypotheses and have reductive rank less than ℓ. We begin by observing that there is a reduction to the case where G is simple. Suppose that g " zpgq ' p À k i"1 g i q where g i are simple restricted ideals. Then we have
Now the map ϕ χ is just the tensor product of the maps corresponding to each simple factor or to zpgq, which is surjective if and only if each of the tensor factors is so. Note that the map corresponding to zpgq is always surjective. Furthermore, χ is regular in g˚if and only if each χ i is regular in gi for i " 1, ..., k. Hence by induction the theorem holds for all reductive algebraic groups for which g contains a proper ideal. Since g " zpgq À rg, gs in very good characteristic, it only remains to treat the case where G is simple.
Let l 1 , ..., l k be a set of representatives for the AdpGq-conjugacy classes of Levi subalgebras of g which have semisimple rank 1. Let O i Ď l i denote the zero orbit. We consider the decomposition classes D i :" Dpl i , O i q with i " 1, ..., k. Let x P D i for some 1 ď i ď k and let κpxq " χ " χ s`χn P gb e the Jordan decomposition. By definition g χs is a G-conjugate of l i . From Corollary 2.5 it follows that dim Z χ pgq " dim Z 0 pl i q and the latter is ą p ℓ by Theorem 3.1.
According to Proposition 4.4 the set Ť k i"1 D i is dense inside gzg reg . In other words x P g is not regular if and only if x lies in the closure of Ť k i"1 D i . We have shown that dim Z χ pgq ą p ℓ for all elements of κp Ť k i"1 D i q and so by Proposition 4.5 we see that the same holds for all elements of g˚which are not regular. By Corollary 2.3 we deduce that ϕ χ is not surjective for all such elements, which completes the proof.
